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Letter from the Editor

Dear Reader,

This issue ofSweet Briar College's literary magazine is dedicated to the Creative Writing

and Art majors that will be graduating this spring. They have dedicated their college ca-

reers to their individual crafts, whether that craft is fiction, sculpture, poetry, non-fiction,

drawing, painting or any combination of the lot. Unfortunately, some seniors were unable

to contribute, though the smattering of works included are an excellent representation of

Sweet Briar's finest craftswomen.

Due to complications with the budget and the overwhelming tendency of Sweet Briar

women to take on many responsibilities, the physical printing of this issue was delayed.

Though it is technically the fall semester issue, we were unable to print until the spring

semester began. Our staff will also be producing a spring issue. Submissions, to be emailed

to redclaysbc@gmail.com by February l4th, 2010, from everyone in the Sweet Briar com-

munity are encouraged.

Despite these and other complications, many good things have come out of a semester

of troubleshooting. We decided to print in black and white for many reasons including

practicing responsible spending and the fact that most of our art submissions were already

in black and white. We have also created a website for Red Clay! Our Web site is where

the works of current and past issues can be viewed, as well as pieces that for one reason or

another did not get into the magazine. Two art pieces, "Self Portrait" by Ashleigh Hawkins

and a sculpture by Madeleine Davis, are exclusively released on the website, as they're in

color.

We received some exceptionally well-crafted pieces. I am constantly amazed by the

quality and originality my classmates express through their respective mediums. I invite

you to turn the page and enjoy these pieces as much as I have.

Maggie Mae Nase

Red Clay Editor-in-Chief, 2009-2010
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Carina Finn

seven starlings, blue rocks

the morning hangs hke a sheet,

my soles churn dirges in the red dirt

as intangible silk sticks to my skin.

try to peel it off, transparent film

of the natural catch. I cannot see it,

cannot grasp to move the invisible weight.

the hayfields, the hills, the crust

of this earth is wrapped up in it.

exhalations of oaks fill my lungs

and I float above the ground,

lighter now without the webs

but heavier in an atomic sense.

denser, filled with spidersong

and my perfect inadequacies.

I shake the stillness out of me.
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Waiting

Madeleine Davis

Black and White

Photograph
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KatyJohnstone

First Story

Her hair is her only feature she actually likes. Cassidy examines her face in the small,

wood-framed mirror hanging from the bathroom cabinet, and lets a sigh sneak through her

lips. Dull brown eyes, a tiny, crooked mouth, pointy ears, and a nose that could masquerade

as a beak. A perfectly ordinary face, forgettable at best. Suddenly catching herself, she shakes

her head, embarrassed by the brief lapse into self-pity. I look fine, she thinks. And besides, I

still have my hair. Silky golden curls cascade down her back like a waterfall, bouncing gently

when she talks, and finally tapering offjust below the narrowest point in her waist. The glow-

ing locks encompass her tiny frame, nearly overwhelming her slender shoulders and delicate,

bony arms. Cassidy loves the way the soft spirals envelop her like a winter coat, shielding her

from the world, a security blanket she doubts she'll ever grow out of You look like an angel

with a glowing halo, her mother has told her for as long as she can remember. My angel.

Cassidy picks up the worn brown hairbrush from the side of the sink where she'd

left it moments before and pulls it through her hair. Mornings are the best time to be

in her bathroom. The sun's early rays penetrate the single window behind her and re-

flect off^ of the mirror, flooding the room with light. Beams dance ofi^ the puddles of

water in the claw-foot bathtub, the remainder of Cassidy's shower an hour ago. The

tub's curved ends form a teasing half-smile, beckoning her to fill the deep basin with

water and sink into the frothy film. Since she was a girl, taking a bath has been Cas-

sidy's favorite method of dealing with stress, or, really, anything that upsets her. Some-

how problems never seem as significant when you're immersed in warm lavender bubbles,

the world silent except for the gentle lapping of the water against the porcelain walls.

But there hadn't been time for a bath today, though she would have liked one. She craves

them most days now, but usually just indulges herwish on weekends, when she doesn't have
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classes. Just the house, and its occupants, to care for. Cassidy drags the brush through her

hair a few last times, then pulls the cabinet door open and sets the hairbrush down between

the Q-tips and deodorant. Her mother needs to eat something before Cassidy leaves for

school, so, with a final glance in the mirror, Cassidy pulls the bathroom door shut behind her.

She knocks gently on one of the glass sections in the French doors leading to her mother's

suite, careful not to rattle the rod hanging on the other side, holding the long beige drapes.

Her mother has always been insistent on privacy, even when Cassidy s father was still

alive. I need my own space, she'd cry. I can't work unless I have space that's just for me.

Mrs. Grayson hasnt painted anything in four years now, but this is still her battle-cry

any time Cassidy suggests they leave open the curtains that masque her mother from the

rest of the house. There's no response to Cassidy's tapping, but this is typical. She pushes

down on the rusted handle and creeps inside the dim sitting room. Her mother's bedroom

door is still closed. Before she enters, Cassidy passes the chipped coffee table, sagging un-

der the weight of several years' worth of yellowed magazines, to the broad bay windows

and pulls open the heavy curtains. A thin cloud of dust showers down over her, making

her eyes water and nose itch. "I have to remember to dust this weekend," she thinks.

"Mom," Cassidy murmurs, pausing outside the closed bedroom door. Nothing. "Mama?"

she calls again, a little louder. A muted rustling on the other side tells her that Mrs. Gray-

son is awake. Inside the room, Cassidy's mother is perched on the window-seat and staring

blankly at the giant oak outside, the tree that once held the wooden swing Mr. Grayson

built for his daughter. Cassidy had loved propelling herselfbackwards and forwards, higher

and higher, looking down the hill their house sat upon and into the valley with the town

below. All of the homes underneath her seemed like doUhouses, the people ants, and she

in the clouds, the princess of the world. The swing is long gone now — Cassidy outgrew

it years ago - and the branch the ropes once hung from now looks barren, abandoned.

Mrs. Grayson turns slowly to her daughter, a faint smile crossing her face. "Do you

remember that painting I did of you on the swing? Your father was behind you, push-

ing you, and you both just looked so happy, so full of life, I had to try to capture it."

Mrs. Grayson rarely painted people - most of her works were landscapes - but the pic-

ture of Cassidy and her father was one of her mother's favorites. Cassidy issure it would
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have made a better photograph, but, then again, most artists are biased towards their

own mediums. If someone could have snapped a photo of that moment, the sunlight

peeking through the leaves, the wind tussling her father's hair, the gleaming of both

sets of eyes from the sheer joy of that moment - Cassidy now wished she could have

been outside of her young self at that moment, able to capture a split-second of time

that was bursting with so much happiness. But her mother never liked photography

as much as painting and drawing. It just doesn't have the same artistic value, she used

to say. Anyone can take a picture, but only a true artist can recreate a moment using

only her own hands. Not that it matters much now anyway, Cassidy thinks. And any-

way, it doesn't matter what she does. Her mother will never think it's good enough.

"Yeah, Mom, I remember," she replies, returning her mother's smile. She asks

Mrs. Grayson what they should have for breakfast, and her mother ponders list-

lessly over the decision for several minutes before settling on fried eggs and toast. It's

what they have almost every morning, a part of Cassidy s limited repertoire of cook-

ing that they both enjoy, but Mrs. Grayson always takes a little time before de-

ciding it's what she wants, as if confirming that there really is no better option.

They eat in silence. Cassidy scrapes her egg off her plate and stacks it on the toast to

make a sandwich, while Mrs. Grayson eats the egg first, then picks up the crisp bread

her daughter has already spread jam on. Cassidy half-watches her mother use her left

hand to cut the egg with the side of her fork, then spear each bite and bring it to her

mouth. The fork makes a sharp clink each time it hits the plate, the sound resonating

in the kitchen's lofty ceiling. Unintentionally, Cassidy lets her gaze wander to the right

sleeve of Mrs. Grayson's faded kimono; the red-and-blue fabric looks deflated, hollow.

She jerks her eyes back down to her own plate and gives a stray lock of hair resting on

her shoulder a nervous twirl, worried that her mother may have seen her staring. It

was a big enough obstacle to get Mrs. Grayson to eat her meals with her in the kitch-

en, outside of the darkened sitting room, and Cassidy doesn't want to go through that

again. When they've finished, Cassidy runs water from the tap over their plates, scrub-

bing at the grease stains with a sponge. They have a dishwasher, but it broke after the

accident and neither Cassidy nor her mother ever called to get it repaired. But wash-
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ing dishes doesn't bother Cassidy. It's satisfying to scrub with vigor at the layers of film

and grime that coat their dishes, and watch them become clean, sparkling, new again.

Cassidy pulls the Honda up the rocky driveway that evening when the dusk is just be-

ginning to invade the narrow, winding mountain roads. Gravel crackles like popcorn un-

der her tires, but the sound is masked by the Top-40s radio station she keeps on low. Not

because she listens to it, but because the ceaseless chatter of the deejays and deep thumping

rhythms are an easy escape from her own thoughts. Cassidy feels the familiar tension per-

meate her body asthe house comes into sight, peeking out between the twin chestnuts that

guard it. When did the image of her house begin filling her with dread? As a child, seeing

the stately Victorian high on its hill, overseeing the town as she rounded the corner onto

their cul-de-sac gave her a rush; she was free, she was home. And what was there not to love

about the house? Even though Cassidy had been barely four when they'd moved in, she can

still close her eyes and fly back to her childhood, turning once more into the pudgy, preco-

cious girl, excited to move into Cherry Hill. The home had been in her family for genera-

tions, since her mother's relatives built the imposing estate just after the Civil War. When
her grandmother died, Cassidy s dad considered selling it, but Mrs. Grayson was adamant

— the house would stay in the family. Besides, we'd have so much more room there, her

mother argued. We could turn the sunroom into a studio (yes, that would give me lots of

light to work with), and convert the attic to a playroom for Cassidy — how perfect would

that be? Not that Cassidy would have complained about moving from the cramped apart-

ment downtown; what could have been better than a whole house, with its own yard for her

to play in? And when she saw her room, with its broad window-lined turret letting in light

onto the canopy bed, she could not have been more excited. A room fit for a princess, her

father declared. The next year, Mrs. Grayson painted the walls pink, with dark green vines

creeping up them, just like the castle of Sleeping Beauty or Rapunzel, secluding its resident

from the world beyond its realm. Cassidy was enamored. She spent hours in the Cinderella

gown and tiara she'd worn last Halloween, her silky golden mane twisted in with the cheap

silver plastic, peering through the filmy pink curtains that framed the turret's windows,

surveying her realm below and casting spells over the measly townspeople. It didn't matter
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that no one ever turned into a mouse or, when she was older, a prince waiting to carry her

off in a pumpkin-carriage. Cassidy knew her room was special, magical, all on its own.

Of course, her room doesn't look like that anymore. As she neared her teen years,

Cassidy began whining to her parents that she couldn't live in a baby room anymore,

and after months of relentless pestering, Mrs. Grayson finally gave in and paint-

ed over her vast mural, thick brushstrokes eradicating the walls of Cassidy's child-

hood. Her mother neglected to tell her that the new shade, a gentle shade of faint

blue, was called Baby Tears. Three coats later, the room was done, but even now faint

outlines of climbing vines lurk beneath the surface, skeletons of a youth cast off.

It was also that year when Cassidy announced to her parents, one warm spring night

over dinner, that she had uncovered her life's ambition. I want to be a photojournalist, she

announced with pride, ignoring the steaming pasta piled on the plate in front of her. I can

travel everywhere in the world, and take pictures of everything. Mrs. Grayson chuckled

and replied that she'd better get some frequent flyer miles. Even then the thought of her

daughter out in the world, vulnerable, without her, was terrifying, a fear which would

only be exacerbated after the accident. Her father paused, considered his daughter for

a moment, then nodded with approval. You've always had an eye for photography, and

you do love traveling. Out of the corner of her eye, Cassidy could see her mother stiff-

ening; moments later, Mrs. Grayson sprung up from the mahogany chair and chirped

something about making another pitcher of tea. The first still sat beside her, half-full.

Shaking her head to bring herself back into reality, Cassidy locks the car — unneces-

sary, really, in such a rural area, but it never hurts to be careful — and trudges up to the

front porch, hopping over the weak spot in the second stair. Once inside, she sheds the

light windbreaker that protects her from the occasional summer rainstorms and hangs it

from the coat stand beside the door. "Hello? " Cassidy calls out, not expecting a response.

"I'm in the family room," her mother's muffled voice replies. Puzzled, Cas-

sidy turns down the narrow hallway, lined with photos of the family from her par-

ents' marriage up until she turned seventeen, and into the back of the house.

Mrs. Grayson has a dust rag in her hand, and glances up from the end table she's

scouring when her daughter enters the room. "Hi, Cassie," she says with a smile.
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Cassidy freezes, unsure how to react to this unexpected encounter. All responsibilities

for caring for the house - all responsibilities for everything - fell to Cassidy the night the

trucker took the bend in the winding mountain road too fast, propelling her parents' car

over the cliffside and straight into a tree. Mr. Grayson was killed on impact; for weeks, the

doctors were sure her mother wouldn't make it, either. But one winter afternoon, while

Cassidy was sitting at her bedside in the hospice after the high school let out, dozing off

to the frenetic babble of Spanish television, Mrs. Grayson opened her eyes. Her recovery

was not easy; all the bones in her right arm had been crushed in the tons of metal. After at-

tempts to repair the arm left it in sepsis, there had been no other option for the doctors be-

sides amputation. Using a prosthetic left her frustrated and in pain, and she soon discarded

it. Cassidy's grandmother came to stay for several months after the accident, but neither

her mother nor her daughter had been able to lift Mrs. Grayson from her stupor. Her right

arm, her painting arm, was gone. Mrs. Grayson had nothing more to live for, other than

her daughter. And she resolved then that she would do everything she could to protect Cas-

sidy. But most days, leaving her room is a challenge for Mrs. Grayson; caring for a home

is out of the question. For the four years since the accident occurred, Cassidy has been

the adult in the Grayson house, caring for her own needs as well as those of her mother.

"Mom," Cassidy falters. "What's going on?"

Mrs. Grayson gives her daughter a faint, apologetic smile, rises from where she's been

kneeling, and sits rigidly on the chaise longue beside her. With a sharp inhalation, she

tells Cassidy how guilty she's felt for depending so wholly on her, and that she wants — no,

she knows - things have to change. "I've spent so much of the past four years drown-

ing in this, this overwhelming melancholy, I lost a part of myself When I watched you

leave this morning, it really hit me how much you've grown up. You're not that little

girl, running into my arms to show me a pretty rock or something that you found in

the backyard - you're practically a woman now. And it's not fair for me to impose on

you like this. " Mrs. Grayson reaches for Cassidy's hand and pulls her down beside her.

Cassidy feels her heart thump faster, pounding against her ribcage with so much force

it feels like her ribs will crack. This is what she's been longing for, craving more than any-

thing, since the accident. Mrs. Grayson came home from the hospital two months before
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Cassidy graduated high school, shattering her plans of attending college the following tall.

How could she leave her mother then, while she was suffering the loss of a limb on top

of her husband's life? Instead, Cassidy enrolled in a few courses at the community col-

lege, certain she'd transfer to one of the universities that had accepted her the following

semester, or the next year at most. But one semester turned into two, then four; now it

is the beginning of what should be Cassidy's senior year, yet she's still at Richland Com-
munity College. Cassidy had broached the topic of transferring to her mother for the first

couple years, but each attempt ended quickly, when her mother shut down completely.

"Do you think," Cassidy murmurs, her voice cracking, "that I could maybe start college

somewhere this fall? I mean , youkeep tellingmeyou want me to, and the timing seems perfect."

Cassidy'sfistsareclenchedinherlap,tuggingdistractedlyatatinyholeonthefrontofherjeans.

Mrs. Grayson's face tightens, her lips pursed and brow hard and fiir-

rowed. "Maybe next semester," she tells her daughter slowly, cautiously.

"I think I need to ease into this independence. And, " she continues, picking up speed,

"I just love having you around! I don't know what I'd do without my Cassie, my angel."

Cassidy gives her mother a weak smile, but inside she's crumbling. When her mother looks

at her like that - so pitiful, so frail - how can she refuse anything asked ofher? She sets her jaw

and nods, tryingdesperately to ignore the tears fighting to make theirwayout. College can wait.

The phone call comes early Friday morning the following week, when Cassidy is still in

bed. Bleary eyed and disoriented by the tinny melody, she blinks deeply while willing her

eyes to focus on the thin strips of light her blinds have cast on the opposite wall. "Hello?"

she mutters into the receiver, annoyed at being awoken early on the day she has no classes.

Mrs. Grayson is particularly talkative at breakfast this morning. Cassidy just picks

at her egg on toast; a thick knot in the pit of her stomach has made eating impossi-

ble. She can't make out anything her mother is chattering about, so puts on a false

cheery smile and nods in affirmation during the pauses in Mrs. Grayson's monologue.

"Mom," she says once they've finally finished, while Mrs. Grayson passes her

the dishes they've just eaten from, her nerves as gathered as possible. "I got a phone

call this morning. From an arts school. Mrs. Beardsley at Richland — you remem-
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ber me talking about my photography professor, right? - sent in some of my pho-

tos. And, well, they like them!" Cassidy can't help breaking out into an awk-

ward grin while she describes to her mother how the school has an open slot to start

in the fall semester - just a couple of weeks away - but they have to know soon.

Mrs. Grayson is immobile beside the counter. The silence after Cassidy has finished

her pitch seems interminable. "Please," her mother finally whispers, "you can't leave me."

Cassidy's resolve begins to waver, but she catches herself No, this is what her

mother has done every time Cassidy wants to do something that she doesn't like. I've

taken care of her for four years now, she tells herself It's always going to be like this,

any time I try to leave. I could be 30 and still living here, just like this. It's up to me.

Bracing herself, Cassidy slowly shakes her head. "I'm sorry," she says, her voice strength-

ening. "I'm going."

Tears spring from her eyes as she grabs her purse from the foyer and heads to Richland,

where she will tell Mrs. Beardsley the news. The screen on the front door slams shut behind

her, finally freeing her from her prison.
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Blair Mullaly

11211
Neon permeates hazy thinking

Lines of parallel windows, levels distinguished

Heat on the street

Glazes heartstrings once inside, now outside

Pulled in closer, all the way in, full contact now
Heading there, heading away

Same destination

Quickened gait
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Sydney Davis

Grey Matter
Meredith sat in her cardboard spaceship, defending her sohpsistic philosophy. She

grappled in her pocket for the Wintergreen Grizzly can. Meredith had never dipped, and

she knew that if she did, she would get something classier, like Copenhagen or Longhorn.

Instead she had created a makeshift pill-box, something the cops wouldn't search. Curious

little pill, she thought, giving, taking, making, receiving. She carefully pinched a blue and

green pill, the colors merging together to create a bright shade of purple and tiny spots of

a murky yellow. Thinking, breathing, seeing. Meredith used to insist as a child that she

could only drink strawberry milk with her ear infection medication. She no longer needed

any sort of liquid, just a tilt of her head, and opening of her throat. Continuing.

The stars on the outside of her box melted in, circling around her like the scrolling sign

outside of the now renovated Bluebird theatre. Meredith had stopped questioning reality.

She had simply decided that it was everything that remained when she closed her eyes.

Anything outside of her mind was nonexistent until she learned of it. Her reality was the

only reality. Others were insignificant. The stars were flying now, dancing for her audience

of one. Meredith wondered why someone would throw such a wonderfully decorated box

into the dumpster behind Black Swan books. Though appreciative of the temporar)^ set-

ting, she was so disgusted with humanity that she momentarily contemplated suicide.

I should take another. The tab glided from the tips of her pine-nut fingernails through

her parched lips. She was beginning to discuss with herself the concept of a structure of

something when the distorted music began. Muffled by thick cotton, Meredith soon real-

ized the noise was her mobile phone. If she didn't answer it, the phone call, and the person

who instigated it, did not exist. She caught herself falling into the thoughts of a high school

sophomore's first mushroom trip, and grabbed her phone.

"Completely, totally, completely, absolutely outrageous fuckage. That is what we are in
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right now. She was at the apartment, the pohce are on the way, I'm sure. It reeks, like

baby shit or that sewer on Main Street. They're going to know." His voice was still a dull

hum in Meredith's world, free of anxiety and the fastidious nature that covered him more

than New York City smog.

"Calm down, Fitz. The police don't even know that we exist. As long as we don't deal,

we're only harming ourselves.

"

"Ashten is dead. She's fucking lying there rotting and devouring every air freshener that

we tried to drown out the overwhelming stench with. It's like pineapple new car sweat-

stained cabbage gym clothes. They have to get the body. They're going to come soon."

"Who is there now? Just take the car. Get out, it doesn't matter. No one is coming for

us. They won't know. I'll be home soon."

Meredith cracked the phone closed. Ashten wouldn't be dead to her until after the

seventeen minute walk home.

Meredith watched the soap cover the windshield like the coat of a spotted tabby cat. As

she had gotten to the apartment, Fitz and Bree had been driving away, seeming like they

were on a much more important mission than simply to wash the car. She was glad she had

taken this alternative to entering the house. The car vibrated slightly as it moved back and

forth, engulfed in a crisp watery rinse.

"You'll take care of things, right Meredith? Your authoritative hats, blue, green, red.

You can tell them that everything is fine," Fitz rambled, staring into the light indicating

that Bree should drive through. Meredith sat for a moment, ignoring the conversation. Fitz

smelled like her old boyfriend Ben, after a soccer game. The noise of the soap was heavy

and she felt like it was towering over her.

"Meredith can't just like dump the body, Fitz. They're going to come to the apartment,

realize that it is a house of users, and try to take us to jail like all the others," Bree said, not

seeming to believe herself Authority had never threatened her before; she recognized them

as just people, equally as important as she was. She drove through the open garage and

took a sharp left turn, screeching back towards the car wash entrance. Meredith's mouth

was desperately trying to create saliva, and had a foul aftertaste from lack of hydration.

"We need more, that's what we need. Take our mind off. Take time off. Can't think,
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just imagine. Three or eight, no in between," Fitz shoved a handful of pills in his mouth

without counting. Bree grazed her skin, tracing the white marks left from scratching the

back of her right hand savagely. She looked like she needed more too, but she was afraid to

find herself decomposing on her living room floor alongside Ashten.

"Yeah, sounds fine," Bree's absentminded tone matched her actions as she took two.

She grabbed a nearly empty liter of Orange Crush from the floor of the passenger seat and

chugged the rest. Meredith couldn't remember how long it had been there, but knew it was

from the day that she had brilliantly invented the "Crush Sunday" with Bree, combining

the soda with golden rum on a particularly dull afternoon. "Has someone told Trenorr"

Meredith asked.

"Trenor should know. He should have been the first one to know, to find all that hair

scattered, displaced, clothes disheveled, face dry. He should know. You should let him

know." Fitz leaned back onto the headrest, shaking slightly.

"Yeah, I guess we should." Bree put her sister's gas card in the slot at the Shell station,

and re-entered the garage, this time having requested a wax.

His only job at the skating rink was to drive in circles, covering every bit, making it

look like wet glass. Trenor rarely left his Zamboni model 552, personally replacing parts

that gave out, and learning the inner-workings while the figure skaters fluttered and the

hockey players thrashed. He appeared to drive more smoothly after his daily dose, and

today, Meredith though it looked like he had taken a few extra. It wasn't until he noticed

them standing by the rink awkwardly that his eyes veered from the slick floor and soft rub-

ber tapping the tight ice.

"Hey," was all Bree muttered. Trenor looked interested, but did not remove himself

from the machine until the job had been fully completed. The grips on his gloves were

wearing out from the bumpy steering wheel, and his work boots were the only shoes that

could assist him in touching the pedal.

"She's gone, Trenor. No blood, just fear. Fear for her, for us, for those of the future in

the same predicament. We must leave in a hurried manner if we are to make our escape,"

Fitz had his face pressed up against the glass, palms facing Trenor and softly clenching the

grip-less pane. Trenor roamed back through the gate, parking his Zamboni and wandering
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over to his roommates.

"Trenor, we have to go," Bree started to lead him by the cuff of his sleeve.

"I'm not done here, Bree. There are two more hockey games. I can't just abandon work

like you guys. There's rent and utilities and the whole matter of remaining fed." Meredith

recognized that Trenor was the only responsible one out of the group. They all started out

that way, continuing to lead their normal lives with simply a pep in their step. But she

could tell that Trenor was upping his doses. She knew he would end up like the rest of

them.

"The police will be there to find the body soon. Handcuffs, fences before backseats, gun

holsters. Fucked." Fitz tossed at least three more pills, shuffling to catch them in his mouth.

"Why are the police coming? What happened?"

"Take off of work," Meredith cautioned, trying to figure out a simple way to explain

how life can exist in one second and stop in the next. Trenor briskly walked to turn in the

keys to his Zamboni.

Meredith had given the entire house a brief sweep, realizing that some form of drug

was hidden in just about every crevice and container on the property. As her roommates

returned from sitting on the porch, she pushed her overgrown bangs out of her face and

sat on the lumpy plaid couch.

"You're right. She's dead," Meredith said. She recognized the smell from his father's

cabin after a particularly successful hunting trip. It wasn't until Trenor left the foyer that he

noticed his girlfriend lying blatantly dead on the living room floor.

"We need a plan," Bree was staring at the body.

"There is no plan," Meredith snapped "We can't fix this. It's done." She closed her eyes

and through her eyelids she could still see Ashten's body lying on the orange shag carpet,

face white and arms full of blue streaks. Fitz heard the sirens first.

"It's here. We're gone, like old stars, stale coffee. I wanted more than this," he almost

shouted, covering his ears and backing away from the door. There was a knock before the

storm door was kicked in, the doorknob violently bruising the pale green walls. Meredith

stood up and held her arms out, ready to burn at the drug rehabilitation center stake. The

gurney soon followed, before they realized that they instead required a body bag. They
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didn't ask about the possibility of murder. Meredith had seen it before too. Post-teenage

drug cukure typically led to one simple demise according to the cops.

"I'm going to head home now, " Bree shook as she spoke, but no one stopped her as she

left from the front door. An officer sat next to Meredith, gently pressing her arms down

to her sides. She thought about how many they had already lost, and how she wouldn't let

herself get to that point. Giving. Taking. Making. Receiving. Ashten had been using longer

and harder than Meredith ever planned to. This would never be her.

"These things happen, " he said, somehow sympathizing with her dull and frozen ex-

pression. Thinking. Breathing. Seeing.

"We haven't done anything wrong, just like peaches on a grapevine, always sweet as

licking the nectar from honeysuckle." Fitz mumbled, headed towards the bedroom. Con-

tinuing. As the med students cautiously removed Ashten from the house, Meredith won-

dered if there was any Nesquick mix left in the fridge
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Kate Rose

Never Ever

Sadie sometimes wondered what the characters from her fairy tales did when their

stories were not being read. Her best friend, Jack Griffin, from a couple houses up the

street, would tell her that they were probably living happily ever after. Sadie would shake

her head.

"I mean, you know how we play 'lets pretend,' but only until one of us has to go? Is it

like that? Do they have other lives and when someone's reading them, they begin to act? Or

do they just live in those moments, repeating them over and over again?" she asked quietly,

staring up into the spider web of branches above them.

Jack tilted his head to the side. "Huh?"

Sadie rolled her eyes. "Never mind

"

"No, tell me," he whined.

"I said 'never mind,' okay? How about we play 'let's pretend?"

"Okay, what do you want to pretend?"

Sadie thought. She wanted to pretend to be a princess like Snow White or Cinderella.

Sleeping Beauty was her favorite, though, because she got to battle ogres and stuff. But her

hair was neither sunshine gold nor as black as ebony (whatever that was), nor were her lips

the color of the red, red rose or her skin as white as snow. Besides, Jack was never willing

because then he had to play the wicked queen, or the prince and had to kiss her. Sadie

didn't think she would want to kiss him either, so she really didn't mind too much. Not to

mention, she always got the strangest feeling of being watched on the rare occasions they

did play that particular game.

And that's what it was, a game. There were no winners or losers as in Monopoly or

Clue or Go Fish. But there were rules. Ones they made up and didn't always follow as their

imaginations competed. But perhaps it was just her imagination that made her suspicious
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of the gazes from the birds in trees.

"I want to play something with a fairy tale," said Sadie.

Jack wrinkled his nose. "Like princesses and stuff?"

"Not exactly — no princess, I swear. Cross my heart and hope to die." She illustrated her

sincerity by drawing an "x" over her heart.

"Stick a thousand needles in your eye?" he asked.

She gave a short nod. "I swear, honest! We can play something like Hansel and Gretel."

"Okay, but let's not do it exactly like that. Let's pretend that we're brother and sister and

that we are running away!"

"And let's pretend we're orphans, too!"

Most grown-ups seemed to wonder why Jack and Sadie wanted to be runaway orphans

in their games. Sadie's mother, Mrs. Turza, always preached to her daughter how actual

runaways and orphans never lived happily ever after, but Sadie didn't really care about the

consequences in real life. She wanted to be like Peter Pan and fly her escape to Neverland,

away from the world of grown-up rules.

"Let's pretend my name is Elsie," she said.

"Okay, and let's pretend my name is..." Jack began, one hand cupping his chin and a

finger tapping against his cheek as he thought, "I know, Robin! Like Robin Hood!" He
made a motion of holding a bow and firing an arrow that would hit the center of any

target.

Sadie rolled her eyes. "That's not how you hold a bow."

"Oh, and you would know?"

"Of course I do," she declared.

Jack folded his arms across his chest. "Okay, then show me!"

"Okay, here!" She stood with her feet apart, her left arm stiffly straight, her right hand

in a fist rested against her jaw. Then, she let fly an arrow that could split Jack's in two.

"See?"

"Whatever, it's just pretend anyways," Jack grumbled.

Sadie smiled a little, glad that Jack wasn't going to be too difficult today. He could be

such a poor sport sometimes.
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"Alright, let's pretend we're running away from a witch," she said. "She enchanted our

parents and was making us clean a bedroom that could never get cleaned."

"Okay!"

They took off. Their dirt-caked sneakers sank into soft, wet leaves and mud as they

wove around creeping vines, dodging the witch's hexes and curses. Thorn bushes tried to

ensnare their t-shirts and jeans.

"C'mon, Elsie!" Jack called over his shoulder. "Hurry or else the witch will get us! And

then she'll send us back to that horrible place!"

"I'm trying!" But Sadie was caught as she tried to twist through gnarled branches.

"Robin, I can't! Leave me! Save yourself!"

"Elsie, if you'll never leave me, I'll never leave you either," he declared.

She looked up. "Never, ever?"

The wind blew through the trees, mixing the leaves up into the air.

"Let's pretend that was the witch," Sadie said quickly, "and we turn ourselves into roses

on this thorn bush."

Jack nodded and squatted beside her. They waited, their breath in their throats. The

witch—tall, thin, warty, and ugly—was gliding towards them. Her small eyes darted

around, prodding, searching for her prey, but not seeing them, just like all grown-ups.

Then the witch moved on.

"That was close," whispered Jack.

Sadie nodded. "We should move on, Robin."

"Yeah, that witch will be back for sure; grown-ups are only stupid for so long. Then

she'll use her black magic and find out we're roses in no time."

"But where will we go?"

Jack pointed to a cluster of trees strung together by woody red vines that cut them off

from the rest of the glen. "Let's pretend that's a castle and we hide there for the night."

"But Robin, that is the red castle! And I heard that it is haunted by all sorts of ghosts

and demons!"

"Do not worry, Elsie. I'll be there!" He puffed up his chest.

"And ifyou will never leave me, I will never leave you either."
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"Never, ever."

They held hands and crept towards the vine-covered castle. Jack picked up a long,

sturdy gray stick and parted the tendrils for his Elsie.

Trees circled around them, a haven. It had always been a haven, whether as a castle to

escape an evil witch, a pirate's cove to stash their loot and hide from other pursuing pirates,

a spy headquarters, or just a place for two friends. Then it was called the playground"

because its low branches and honeysuckle grew into monkey bars, ladders, and tunnels.

"What now?" asked Sadie.

"How about let's pretend that castle belongs to a wild man who isn't really wild," he

suggested.

"Should we give him a name?"

Jack turned his head away. "Why? He's just going to leave us anyways."

Sadie shrugged.

The leaves on the ground crunched and scraped. As Elsie and Robin, they turned

around and saw a tall man. They couldn't make out his face, hidden behind matted hair

and a black beard that reached down to his dingy gray belt and had twigs and bits of dead

leaves sticking out like a squirrel nest. His fingernails were long and yellow and cracked,

dirt clung to them and was buried underneath.

"Don't be alarmed," he said. "I will do you no harm. But you must leave this place

before dark."

They asked why.

"At night, all sorts of spirits and ghosts come out and lurk the halls. They will kill you

if they have the chance.

"

"We are not afraid."

The Wildman laughed; it was like sandpaper and scratched against their ears. "You will

be."

Then the Wildman turned and walked way, disappearing into the wood.

"Sadie!" they heard Mrs. Turza call.

"It must be dinnertime," Sadie apologized. "I have to go. Do mind if we pick up our

game tomorrow?

"
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After all, he never wanted to have his toenails painted. He usually just sort of appeared,

and a few times Molly would, too, standing a little behind him. On those occasions, Mrs.

Turza would make a bed for them out of blankets. Sadie could remember finding them still

asleep one night, their hands clasped together.

"Are they spending the night, too?" Sadie asked.

Her mom pursed her lips. "We'll see."

It was still light enough after dinner that Jack and Sadie left Molly with Mrs. Turza and

ran out into the woods to become Robin and Elsie.

"Elsie I could spend the night here if you never leave me and I never leave you."

"Never, ever."

The wind blew lightly.

"Let's pretend that was the Wildman leaving and night has come," said Sadie.

"Then let's pretend that a witch and a warlock appear," Jack added.

Sadie was sure that demons and ghost were supposed to appear, but if Jack said it was

a witch and warlock then he was probably right.

The watched as the witch and warlock approached, walking as far a part as the castle

hallway permitted them.

Sadie meant to move closer to Jack, but her feet wouldn't move. "Robin, I can't move,"

she hissed.

Jack jerked forward, struggling to lift a foot too. "I can't either."

"They must have frozen our feet to the ground."

"My, my!" the crone crooned, drawing near, and then added with a sneer "Look here,

husband! What delightful children!"

"They seem so tired! Perhaps they would like to spend the night," commented the

warlock.

"The Wildman told us that ghosts and demons haunt this castle at night, " they an-

swered.

The witch and the warlock looked at each other and chuckled in that way grown ups

do when they think kids are too stupid to understand much of anything. Sadie found that
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Jack glanced in the direction in which his house lay. "Uh, okay."

Sadie smiled. "Alright, see you tomorrow, then!"

She waved and trudged back home.

It turned out not to be dinnertime quite yet. According to her mom, Sadie had left

the house that day without cleaning her room. Although Sadie was sure that the point was

that her floor was clear. So what if it was done by stuffing her wayward laundry underneath

her bed? Apparently not, as her mother had just ft)und out and sent her to her room to

finish.

Sadie grumbled for a hour as she dug underneath her bed and threw her clothes down

the bottomless pit know as the laundry shoot. Sometimes Sadie thought that Cinderella's

stepmother had nothing on her own mom.

"Sadie, would you set the table?" Mrs. Turza called.

Yes, Cinderella certainly had it easy, Sadie was sure. Having birds pick lentils out of the

ashes was so much better than having to lift those heavy plates onto the table.

She picked them up and began putting them on the table. One for Daddy, one for

Mom, one for her, one for Peter, and... there were still two bright sunflower yellow plates

in her hands.

"Mom, there are extra," Sadie said, her arms shaking as she held them out for her

mother to see.

Mrs. Turza glanced at her. "Hmm? What? Oh, Jack and Molly are coming over for

dinner."

Sadie cocked her head. "What about Alexis?

Jack had two sisters. At the age of eleven, 7\lexis was about as old as Sadie's own brother

Peter—Sadie had always thought that Alexis had a crush on Peter—and there was Molly

who was just a little kid at five and really annoying. She would rather have Alexis mak-

ing googly fish-eyes at Peter than have Molly trying to tag along, whining to play in their

games. Alexis was Peter's problem, not Sadie's.

"I think Mrs. Griffin said she was going to a sleep over."

Sadie wished as she squeezed the other two plates onto the table that she could have

sleepover like Alexis. Sure, sometimes Jack would spend the night, but it wasn't the same.
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it usually came after any time when either she or Jack pointed something out, like that the

stork does not explain why a mom's tummy gets so big right before a baby comes.

"The Wildman? Have you ever heard of such a thing, husband?"

"Never, wife. We are honest, here let us show you."

Jack and Sadie found that they could move again, but unsure if it was caused by be-

witchment. With their backs bent, they crawled through the playground's tunnel, follow-

ing the witch and warlock down the castle hall. They stopped when a bramble of honey-

suckle blocked the end. They pushed it aside like a door and entered an area surrounded

by thorn bushes. The honeysuckle slid back into place as they heard cackles.

"We've got them now, husband! And what plump little things they are!

"

"They will be wonderful in our stew!"

"Oh no!" cried Sadie. "They are going to kill us and put us in a stew, Robin!"

Jack shushed her, his face stern.

"Which one should we put in the pot first?" the witch asked.

"I say the little boy. He looks the plumpest."

"I say the little girl. The little boy would do better as a roast."

The witch and the warlock argued for a bit longer before deciding that the best solution

was to have the children fetch the water for the stew from the well and the first to slip and

fall in would be the first cooked. Then the witch and warlock let them out, and they set

them to fetching water from a hole in the ground.

As Elsie and Robin, they lugged buckets heavy with water from the hole to the base of

a tree. Then Jack's foot slipped and he fell down into the hole. Sadie dropped her pail and

rushed over and looked down.

"Robin!" she called. "Are you okay?"

"Yeah, I'm not hurt! But leave me! Escape! Save yourself]

"

"No, ifyou will never leave me, I'll never leave you either!"

"No listen to me!"

"Never, ever, I swear!" Sadie lay down on her stomach, the wet mud slowly seeped

through her T-shirt. She reached down a hand. "Here, grab my hand!"

Jack clasped her hand and she helped to pull him out. They looked around but neither
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could see the warlock or the witch. They crept quietly until they could pretend to hear

their voices.

"Taste this, husband," said the witch, holding out a wooden spoon.

The warlock touched his lips to the spoon and the wrinkled his nose. "Too much pep-

per, wife."

"What are you saying?"

"I said that I think there's too much pepper."

"But don't forget that children are salty and the extra pepper will help to add contrast

once we add them."

"Shouldn't that be decided after they have cooked for a while?" the warlock asked.

"Are you implying that I don't know how to add spices, husband?" the witch asked in

turn.

"Look, you can add the seasoning however you wish; you're just doing it wrong! I don't

even know why you ask me when you never listen to me anyway."

"I don't know why, either, when all you do is criticize the way I do things," the witch

countered.

"That's only because you don't like what I have to say."

"Look who's talking?! I can't say anything without you making some snide remark!"

"You're so full of it, bitch!"

"Come on Robin," Sadie whispered. "Let's escape before they notice."

Jack didn't say anything. He stared at the spot where they were pretending the witch

and warlock's voices were coming from. Sadie shook him and he jumped a bit.

"Come on, let's pretend that we turn into birds and can fly away," Sadie murmured.

Jack nodded and then they flew back to Sadie's house.

Jack and Molly ended up spending the night at Sadie's. They had watched a movie

before falling asleep in Sadie's living room. Sadie had thought she was the first to wake up

the next morning, but when she looked around, she realized Jack was gone.

Sadie found him at their playground in the middle of the woods. He sat on a soft log,

his elbows resting on his knees and his forehead cradled in his hands.
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"Jack?" Sadie called sofdy.

His head jerked up. He was pale. Sadie thought his face looked as white as snow. Funny,

she didn't think it looked very beautiful. Perhaps it only suited girls. But it made her want

to run to him and away from him at the same time.

She walked towards him, but her feet and legs felt like they had been bewitched so they

wouldn't obey. His head was turned away from her as she sat down next to him and put a

hand on his shoulder. She could feel him turn to wood, then slump like a dollop of fallen

pudding.

"Jack?"

He looked at her again. His eyes were rimmed and red as blood. He moved his mouth,

and finally the words came, suffocated. "My...my...p-p-parents...are...My. .. my... d-d-

dad. . .is. . .1-leave. . .h-he's. . .g-going."

"Shh," she cooed. Her hand slid to his other shoulder and she held him. He put his

head onto her own shoulder. Sadie, resting her head against the top of his, could feel hot,

wet water soak through her T-shirt. She wanted to say something, anything, to make these

tears stop running down her arm.

"If you'll never leave me, I'll never leave you," Jack whispered.

"Never, ever," Sadie muttered back. "Never" suddenly felt like a long time.

A crow cawed. Sadie glanced up into the trees. She couldn't see it, but she knew it was

there, watching them. She wanted to scream and throw rocks at it to make it fly away and

leave them alone. And yet, she was sure that even if she did, it wouldn't actually go any-

where. Its black feathers would still be lurking there behind the leaves.

She wished that she and Jack could turn into flowers. They didn't have feelings. But she

couldn't; she didn't know how.
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Maggie Mae Nase

Bum-Fuck Nowhere

I glanced up to look at the stars, so vivid and bright, twinkling down on me as if creas-

ing their eyes in mocking laughter. They seemed to be so lucky up there in the sky, free of

trouble and worry. And Fate. The only thing out there besides us, the wind, rustled the

trees, triggering my mind's eye to replay an ad for an axe-murderer thriller I'd seen; I imag-

ined the masked, red-plaid-wearing thug mysteriously appearing out of the woods on the

other side of my poor car. We were utterly alone. I physically and mentally shivered, (My

mom had mentioned that the Weather Channel said that it was going to be the first night

of the year to frost and I, in an attempt at comfortable driving, wore a tee-shirt and flip-

flops.) unable to believe that I was being ridiculous to fear for our lives. I then attempted to

drive the thought from my mind by looking for the best place to get cell phone reception,

which turned out to be the middle of the two-lane highway that we were now stranded

on, thanks to a suicidal deer. When my reception hot-spot failed to connect me with AAA
and 9-1-1 the first couple of times, I felt that we were officially welcomed to Bum-Fuck,

Nowhere, population: two.

I could say that it took an eternity to get into contact with another person, an eternity

for the police to finally arrive, my friend Vera and I shivering so violently in our boots (or

flip-flops in my case) that we might have had to pull out space blankets from underneath

the back seat and spend the night in axe-murderer territory. I could say that it was an eter-

nity between seeing the deer and hitting it. We were singing along to (very) loud music

the whole way back from dropping my mom off^ at the airport after her weekend visit. It

was only the second time that I'd even used the word "home" when driving the two hours

back to Sweet Briar. The first had been an intoxicated slip of tongue. "Reflection " from

the Disney movie Mulan was playing loudly over the speakers and I watched my headlights

make a large arc on the trees above and around us as I came over a hill. Sweet, bubbly Vera,
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one of the few people I'd connected with since moving to Virginia, had agreed to ride along

so that I wouldn't have to drive back alone and was belting the song out in the passenger

seat next to me. When the headlights finally aimed downhill, they shone upon the deer.

I remember thinking that it appeared out of nowhere how people apparate in Harry

Potter; at first I didn't think it was real. I looked at Vera to see if she saw it too and she

said, "Oh—deer," or "Oh—dear," I wasn't sure, but it validated my concern nonetheless.

I slammed on the breaks, white knuckles clutching the steering wheel for support. The

deer looked at the car, I looked at it, and we both had deer-in-the-headlights syndrome.

I thought maybe I should swerve, so I began to turn into the other lane, but the deer fol-

lowed, so I corrected back and so did the suicidal deer. "Shit, shit, shit, shit, shit, shit
—

" I

cringed and squinted my eyes, locking my elbows, every muscle in my body tensing as the

deer became a temporary grill decoration to my poor Jeep with a metallic crunch. Later,

Vera would say that the deer sort of rolled off to the passenger side and "It looked at [her]"

just before I ran over its legs. Oh, shit, shit, shit—should I stop? Steam issued from my

hood and I immediately slowed down more, (the deer was helpful in slowing us down, I

suppose) pulling off to the side as far as possible. I must say that, though I was sorry about

killing the deer, at that moment I was far sorrier that the deer had killed my car. All I could

think about was tuition fees and, ironically, the recent car repair that had drained my bank

account. My car was everything to me—my freedom, my only lifeline to the non-college

world, to the people I loved. I was even referring to it in past-tense. It was the first time I

could truly understand the phrase, "laugh to keep from crying." I'd just gotten a new radia-

tor. I was already worried about coming up with the difference for next semester. I wasn't

going to be able to afford it, my parents certainly weren't, and instantly the one thing that

I was attached to, the one nearly animate thing that had gotten me back, forth, around,

near, and to my home(s) was gone. My freedom, my independence, the closest thing that

I could find to my home—my car was gone. I was temporarily stunned and not in a good

way; in a scorpion-bite way.

An agitated silence, the tension slowly draining from both of our bodies, permeated the

car. I was in shock. I think Vera asked me if I was alright, but I honestly don't remember.

She did get out of the car with me when I finally snapped out ofmy "Oh, shit" moments to
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assess the damage, but quickly got back in; it was really cold. Water was pouring out from

underneath the car in a steady stream, and as a nice, older gentleman who'd pulled up to

help us said, "Looks like yur radiator is gone right there inter yur engine." He only spoke

Hick, so if I understood him correctly, he recommended that we call 9-1-1 and mentioned

that we were half of a mile from the Appomattox sign, a half of a mile from Bum-Fuck,

Nowhere.

I grew up far from Bum-Fuck, Nowhere, just ten miles from the border of Canada,

and I called Ferndale, Washington my home for the first 16 or so years of my life. But

the summer before my senior year of high school, I spent five weeks on the Emerald Isle,

learning about Irish culture and history through a community service project based trip

—

thirteen teenagers from all over North America coming together to understand the impact

of The Troubles. The Troubles was the name the media gave to the problems Protestants

and Catholics in Ireland have with each other, at this point in the form of terrorist groups

attacking and retaliating in Belfast, Northern Ireland. Though the experience changed me
(for the better) in many ways I may never understand, I do remember the one moment
when I went from shy, courteous girl to sarcastic, witty young woman. We were eating

lunch at a mostly deserted restaurant, sitting at one very long table, as was often the case

with such a large group of people. I got stuck sitting next to the oldest (at 18) and most

cocky guy of the group, Joe, at one end of the table. I didn't dread sitting next to him, but

I realized that I wouldn't be getting much conversation in; he was an epic storyteller and in

addition to always starring himself, his stories often involved subjects to which I had noth-

ing to contribute, like dating and relationships, skipping classes, family vacations around

the world, or alcohol. I have no memory of what was said; it's like a silent movie in my
mind. Cocky-bastard Joe was telling a story, and I had the perfect witty, sarcastic remark

to something he'd said. I opened and immediately closed my mouth, my fear of offending

far greater than my need to contribute. Joe saw and said something like, "What? What?

Just say it," in his "I'm so cool, I can not only handle but override anything you have to

say because I'm an invincible recent high school grad" manner. Whatever it was that I'd

originally thought was stuttered through—I so wish I could remember. It seemed to be an

eternity before anyone spoke; it was Joe, bowing down, succumbing to the comment with
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only praise, to me, in return. Even the leader, the adult, of the group was impressed. I think

Joe asked me if I thought those things all the time and I'm sure I turned beet red and that

was the only yes he needed; but then he said that I should say them, let the witty, sarcastic

me shine through. So I did. I slowly became confident in my words and actions through-

out the rest of the trip, knowing that I was accepted by these people. I "found" myself in

being away from my parents and everything else I knew. I came away from the experience

not only with greater knowledge of the world, but also with a confidence that could only

come from being alone, a confidence that allowed me to be a bolder and more sarcastic

person than I'd previously allowed myself to be. When I came back to Washington, my

friends said that I'd changed; I'd indeed become bolder, fiinnier, yet by the time I left for

college a year later, I still wasn't quite comfortable in that new skin. Every time I would go

ahead and be myself, letting out some silly yet potentially offensive comment, I felt more

uncomfortable than a claustrophobe in an MRI machine.

That is, I felt uncomfortable until I lived with a whole bunch of new people, new

young women, away at college. Though I was glad to come home to Washington, after my

initial taste of freedom in Ireland, I couldn't wait to finish my senior year of high school

and leave for college. I attended Cottey College, 2,900 miles away in the little, rural town

of Nevada, Missouri. With an enrollment of 300 or so, the brick buildings on the two

or three city-block wide campus were spacious, everyone ending up a big fish in a small

pond with a plethora of opportunities—clubs for every interest with leadership positions,

entry-level classes taught by PhD's, amazing groups and performers traveling through, and

campus housing that creates an automatic family—ten girls, some with roommates, some

without, sharing a bathroom, living room, and kitchen. It's really the people that provide

the best opportunities for everything from intellectual stimulation, to a shopping trip into

Joplin belting out the tunes on the radio, to a shoulder to cry on. My first ever heartbreak

hit me hard, as I'm sure it does most people. I'd become physically ill at one point, finally

deciding (irrationally) that I was going to hibernate for the winter, stay in bed until some

distant ray of sunshine dared enter my world. Annie, one of the two or three girls I'd got-

ten closest to, sat with me, tried to make me laugh, (Cottey was her Ireland—she was still

testing out the waters for her bolder self) but it was a couple of the other girls I lived with
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that reminded me that simple heartbreak is not the end of the world. 1 remember Leah,

who I wasn't nearly as close to as Annie, in particular, who got me out of bed, into the

shower, picked out my favorite blue and white polka-dot dress and said, "I'm not going to

make you go, but you're going to the dance tonight." We got all dolled up, went to Sonic

for remedial ice cream, and came back to campus to dance the night away. I'd forgotten

how much I liked dancing, not that I'm any expert. It was exercise, which released endor-

phins, coupled with music and friends—two things I've always loved. I'd forgotten how to

have fun. I'd forgotten what "fun" was, let alone how to accomplish it, being so absurdly

drowned in my misery. It was the first time in nearly a week that I didn't have to fake a

smile. They cared—somebody cared about me and showed it. I met the most significant

influences ofmy life at Cottey, the amazing young women who taught me that the person

that Ireland had taught me to be was in fact an awesome, desired, talented, un-annoying,

unique Being, deserving of love. My parents and friends from Washington had accepted

and loved the funnier "new" me, but not the way my Cottey Girls did; they became my
home, Cottey became my home.

But unfortunately Commencement came and we went our separate ways, to new

schools or jobs in Wisconsin, Illinois, Oklahoma, Indiana, New Mexico, North Carolina,

Arizona, and Virginia (me). After a summer living and working with my best friend in

Door County, Wisconsin and severe car trouble in Chicago midnight rush hour, I came

to the place where I'm living now. Sweet Briar, Virginia. Washington has faded away in

my memories, a place to go visit my parents and two remaining friends. Ireland was never

my home; neither was Wisconsin, even though I may have wanted them to be for awhile.

And I was sort of kicked out of Cottey, having graduated with an Associate degree. When I

mention my love for Cottey, people will often reply with "you can always go back to visit,

"

but I know it will never be the same, the young women I fell in platonic love with will

never be the same. It can't be my home anymore. I've not lived here at Sweet Briar long

enough to call it home; the closest relation is a close friend in North Carolina, though she

has a busy life. Its just me here—more on my own than Ive ever been. Its lonely here; no,

I'm lonely here.

I seem to live in the state of Nowhere. I have no permanent address. The license in my
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wallet is from Washington State; the license plate on my car is from Wisconsin. All of the

bumper stickers are from Missouri, my car insurance is out ofNorth Carolina, and my cur-

rent (though not permanent) address is in Virginia. As Vera said that night, "Well, no one

can call you Un-American." America is a pretty big place, though. I like my small-town

and more intimate group of friends. The only people I can think of that would first and

foremost call America, all of America, their home are politicians. What is it to be a citizen

of America and not be able to be any more specific? But even then, I identify so much

with the time I spent in Ireland. What is it to be a world citizen? Or is "home where the

heart is"? If so, my heart is torn into about six pieces across the country with my beautiful

Cottey Girls, most of whom seem to be feeling similarly, at least the last time we spoke.

So now my home is divided into little pieces all over, even across an ocean. Is belonging

everywhere belonging nowhere? What is it to really belong nowhere? To belong in Bum-

Fuck, Nowhere, where the only feeling is loneliness and the only people to visit are those

in distress and all they want to do is get out. I can't blame them; I suppose I'm trying to

get out too. It's a process of charting the waters, navigating by the stars to find your place.

When I finally did get in touch with 9-1-1 and the police arrived, I had a sudden fear

that they might issue me a ticket for hitting the deer—and because I had a Washington

license, a Wisconsin car. North Carolina insurance, and a Virginia address. I was pretty

sure that wasn't allowed. The two young men shone their Maglites at the front of my

poor car, assessing the damage and suddenly asked me how old I was. I was so nervous

about the potential ticket coupled with the stress of wrecking my car, I couldn't remember.

"Eight—ninete--, I mean twenty," I chattered with visible breath in the chill air; Vera and

I were trembling uncontrollably. They offered to let us sit in their cars thankfully efficient

heating system while we waited for a tow-truck. I started going through the rolodex of

people I know, looking for someone that might be awake to come pick us up at the shop

(once we got there) at what was now two in the morning; there were none besides Vera and

me—how were we going to get from the car repair shop back to Sweet Briar? The officer

who I sat next to said that the tow-truck guy was a buddy of his and would probably drop

us off at the entrance of the school if it was on the way, which it was. He also said that it

took so long for them to find us because there was no way to tell exactly where we were; the
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dispatch had assumed that we were on the other side of the county. "A half of a mile from

the Appomattox sign" was not a lot to go on. When I finally got in touch with AAA, the

woman requested that I call "*77" (the state troopers)to give them a better idea of where

we were. No such luck; Officer Buzzard (I'm not even kidding) couldn't tell us where we

were: "Well, not really... it's a pretty rural area..." he said. I've lived in "rural area[s]" all

of my life and this is literally the first time ever that there was no way to tell where I was.

Nothing ahead of us, nothing behind us, and the only thing I could remember about Ap-

pomattox was that my mom couldn't pronounce it to save her life; it gave us a lot of hope

for the tow-truck.

It's right that it seemed like an eternity that Vera and I spent stranded, abandoned,

alone in axe-murderer territory. When I'd made all of the obligatory calls—police, AAA,

state troopers, mom—I hopped back into the car, hoping for an ounce ofwarmth. I looked

at Vera and she looked at me and I said, "Fuck." Now what? I reflected on our position:

the coldest night of this fall so far, I found myself outside in flip-flop sandals and a tee shirt

standing in the middle of the road, doing the "Can you hear me now" dance, tr}dng to

position my head in such a way that the AAA Roadside Assistance person could hear me.

And almost as traumatizing as hitting the deer was my lack—anyone's lack—of an answer

to, "Can you tell me where you are?"
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Carina Finn

love poem 17

this poem is a homewrecker because it is a love poem,

it wriggles between us in bed like our frightened love child,

snuggles close to your chest and steals all the attention

while I walk to the kitchen in my socks and boil water

for midnight tea. this poem is the way you hold the handle

of your cup between two fingers and cradle the saucer

in your open palm, this poem is soggy biscuits and three-

piece suits on a rainy afternoon when you are drunk

on the sight of me in a white linen shirt, this poem is

all the things donne has ever said and milton has ever felt

about sex. this poem is a golden boy plowing a cornfield

and reciting passages from plutarch. this poem is the space

between my neck and my collarbone, the space between

your hip and your shinbone. this poem is oxford and

Stratford and richmond. this poem is the tonic of an f sharp

major scale, this poem is a dress worn in the viking fashion.

.
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Sydney Davis

Sunday Afternoon

Five O'clock.

The air tasted like stale beer and sour straws. "I owe three thousand dollars by mid-

night," I said. My leg streaked sweat onto her leather chair as my fourth panic attack of

the day set in.

"Okay, we can figure this out." Reese was armed with a pen and the back of a Smoke

Stack receipt.

Though the source of my problems, she was my best friend, the only person I actually

cared about. She was a nihilist, and a strong believer that nothing mattered, except her

cocaine habit. Her moral hazard caused me to pick up the financial and social pieces more

often than I was capable. I watched her thin, pallid fingers dart towards her amber vial.

Persephone, she called it, the only thing that kept her alive. Reese's disheveled, bleak hair

fell onto her square face, not phasing the creation of a line. I cringed at another crimson

nosebleed.

"We just need to make a list of people who would lend us money temporarily," she

said slowly, her eyes out of focus. I knew that nothing she said would be remotely helpful.

"We can't afford to borrow from anyone else," I said. "That's how this happened origi-

nally." The short list in my head rose to at least eight or nine people whose money we had

to refurbish immediately.

"What exactly did Beth tell you?" she asked for the third time that night.

"We have to pay her for the blow and smack by midnight or we'll have to deal with her

boyfriend." I said.

Reese laid back onto the sofa. Her cat Zero obediently lounged on her lap. "Can't you
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make your boyfriends interact? I bet yours could take hers." Reese waved her arm hap-

hazardly. Luca Grey, though most likely fully capable of murdering anyone with a quick

squeeze, was far too patient with Reese and I. Unbeknownst to him, Luca had been fund-

ing our Dextrostat collection. We hadn't slept in days.

"No, we already owe that entire group money."

"Well let's call Juliette, we haven't used her services in awhile."

"You still haven't paid her the two hundred thirty that she lent you last year."

"She won't remember."

Five Thirty Three.

Reese stumbled up the concrete stairs to Juliette's apartment. We heard the faint sound

of The Rolling Stones and could almost feel the skunk-like odor. I knocked lightly and the

door creaked open. Juliette was sprawled across an assortment of pillows, mouth wide open

and hand in a bag of bagels.

"Juliette!" Reese shouted. Juliette opened an eye, waking up easier than usual. She lifted

her pointer finger, needing us to wait a moment. A giant glass horse was pulled from the

pillow mass, and a lighter from her pocket. Repeatedly inhaling the smoke Hke we had

taught her many years before, she was now ready to talk. "How have you guys been?" she

spoke slowly, her eyes mostly shut.

"Not so good, actually," Reese was shaking

"Withdrawal?"

"Not yet."

"Actually, we need a withdrawal...from the Jew bank of Juliette," I cut in.

"You already owe me money. A jew never forgets," she replied.

"No, we don't," Reese insisted.

"Two hundred and thirty dollars last year for the White Widow."

Reese grumbled and nodded. Juliette held out her horse.

"Kiss Zalia," she said firmly.

"Excuse me?"
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"The horse. She's named after my grandmother. Kiss Zaha, it's a Jewish tradition."

"A Jewish pot tradition?"

"A Jewish mafia tradition."

"There's a Jewish mafia?" Reese suddenly became very excited, knowing we were on the

inside of this one. JuHette's small hands led the horse to Reese. She reluctantly kissed it,

knowing it was for the greater good.

"So who are you indebted to besides me?" Juliette pulled out her checkbook.

"A guy named Jagger. He's Carson's friend's..." Reese started.

"I know Jagger. We all know Jagger.

"

Chills went up and down my spine. I backed into one of the thousand tapestries that

made Juliette's apartment feel like a den.

"Here's a thousand," Juliette said. "That's all I can manage right now."

"We greatly appreciate this," Reese said. I stood silently.

"It's alright. One day I will ask you for a favor. And I know it won't be a problem.

"Of course not," Reese smiled.

"Be careful with Jagger," Juliette's tone became firm and full of concern.

"We will," I said, unsure what that actually entailed.

Six Fourteen.

"I need this." Reese screamed, approaching our college friend Samantha's home, who

happened to be married to her cocaine dealer.

"We don't have the money, Reese. We have less than six hours to obtain two thousand

more dollars, and you're about to blow some that we actually have?"

"I'll stop by Maddox's."

I stopped immediately. She turned around with a vomit inducing stare. I looked at her

disapprovingly, before she continued to the door.

"How much?" Malcolm opened the door expecting Reese. She had planned this. I

stayed back, unable to look at either of them. She went inside, and I dropped to the

ground. The complete panic attack ensued. My heart was racing, and I was having legiti-
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mate difficulty breathing. I curled into a ball and tasted the grass. I could feel an ant crawl-

ing on my ear, but as much as I tried, I couldn't move. Reese and Malcolm came out a few

minutes later. Reese walked straight to the car and Malcolm went back inside. I mustered

the strength to stand and crawled into the passenger's seat.

Six Thirty Eight

"I want to go home first." I had started to calm down, begging for Lucas genuine con-

cern.

"We don't have time," Reese snapped.

"Because we had all the time in the world to pick up more coke and waste our money."

"I can't exist without it."

"I need to see him."

She turned the car around, causing a screeching u-turn. We rode silently to the apart-

ment that I shared with my fiance. I slammed the door dramatically and raced to my steps.

He opened the door, knowing that I was there. I hugged him tightly and sighed.

"What's wrong, babe?" He could always tell.

"Nothing. Everything's fine. I just missed you." It was one of those times when he knew

that I was lying to him, and he didn't mind. He comforted me like our relationship meant

something. He knew that I was in love with someone else, and took complete care of me

in spite of it. I loved that he loved me. I knew that I was using him, but I tried not to

think too hard about it. I knew that eventually we would fall apart, but we kept each other

steady. It was enough for the moment.

"I missed you, too."

We stayed in the false embrace for a few more seconds before I finally moved away.

"I have to go." I said.

He accepted it, and I walked back to the car.

"Satisfied?" was the bitchy response that came from Reese.

"Never."
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Six Fifty Nine

51 Benton Court was Maddox's address. His driveway was full of sharp gravel, and we

avoided the random shards of metal that came from him fixing old vehicles.

"I'll stay in the car for this one," I said.

She gave me the horrified pleading look, and I got out of the car. We walked up to the

door, and I saw her hesitation as she knocked. Maddox was short, with an adorable face

and malicious intentions. He was the biggest smack dealer in town, and also paid the most

for sex. He led her to his room, and I sat awkwardly on the couch, listening to moans and

squeaks, while daydreaming about the various ways that Jagger would murder me before

the night was over.

"Let's go," she said, as she hitched her skirt down and wiped her mouth.

Seven Fourty Two

"We only have one thousand," I said desperately.

"There's still Asher," Reese replied, referring to a wealthy townie with many connec-

tions. We decided to try his house, but upon arrival, saw a for sale sign. Reese walked over

to the neighbor's, furious that Asher would move without notifying her. She knocked

rapidly, and a woman opened her storm door, discussing something with her through the

screen. I saw Reese hand cup her mouth after getting an answer. She regained her compo-

sure, and returned to the car.

"He's dead." She started the ignition.

"What? How?"

"Stabbed."

Nothing more was said about the matter. With Reese, it is better that questions are

never asked.

"We only have one option left." I was more scared to face it than Jagger himself

"Are you sure? You know how you feel about him."

"It's fine. It's all we have."
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Eight Fifty Nine

We had been sitting in the car for about an hour in fi-ont of his house. Lawrence was

everything I wanted in a guy physically and practically. H wore a backwards baseball cap

over his shaggy, dark brown hair. His button-down shirts never clashed with his sweat-

pants. He piled jalapenos ontop of peanut butter and put it on a sub roll, knowing that it

would taste foul but proud of his invention. His best skills were playing expert in Guitar

Hero and having an absurdly high tolerance. And he was married to a perfectly generic

housewife, who worked as a secretary and couldn't even fathom a dug addiction. I had

adored him for seven years, four years after he had decided that we were clearly platonic.

Even the siding of his house was what I had hoped for as a child. He was everything.

"We have to go in eventually" Reese brought me back to the gross reality of the night.

"I know."

It was something that I had to do alone. Her car wasn't there; I was lucky. The blue

storm door mocked my unhappiness. I rang the bell, holding my finger down longer than

was necessary. He was at the door immediately.

"Woah," he said, sounding more surprised than pleasant.

"I'm sorry, it's out of nowhere. But this is real."

He motioned for me to enter, but I didn't want to. I knew how perfect the inside of his

house would look. I took a seat on their ridiculously comfortable sofa, and began my sob

story. He related to every word, I was the screw-up that he was before marriage. He had

cleaned up, but was still sympathetic to my lifestyle. He was perfect.

"I can help you. She can't know."

"Of course not."

He wrote me a check in his extraordinary handwriting.

"We should have coffee sometime. Or something."

"Yeah. Definitely." It would never happen.

We sat quietly for a bit, neither of us quite knowing the right words. I wanted to tell

him that I needed him more than anything. He was my only true addiction. I politely

stalked him, but nothing absurd. I didn't need to know much more than I did.
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Ten Thirteen

"Did you get it?"

I couldn't respond. I handed her the check. She sped to Jagger's, looking to make our

deadline. Instantly none of it mattered. I had just interacted with the only thing that I

would care about for the last time. In the next few weeks, I would mail a check, and that

would be the end.
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Carina Finn

The Aroma ofTea

We begin as little brown specks on a white background, small and shriveled and tea-

colored. We begin as cardamom pods or slices from the end of a cinnamon stick. We begin

fragrant and organic and full of potential - from the sun, from the air, from the earth,

from the water. We have an elemental energy that moves us through time the way a piece

of thread moves through silk as it is sewn. When we begin, we are limitless.

When I was a child my father painted a picture of the mountains outside of our win-

dow. He used tea for the pigment, letting the spices steep in tiny cups of boiling water

for days until it had fused and transformed, no longer two things - tea and water - but a

single substance. For weeks the house smelled like currants and orange peel and bergamot.

There was something ancient about the smell, something that reminded me of the inside

of a burial vault or a cool, damp cave. It was not unpleasant. I hid underneath the table,

shrouded from the light by the thick red cloth that covered the surface where we ate. I

pretended I was Aida, folded in my lover's arms and waiting for death.

I was not afraid. I hugged my knees and thought about how wonderful it would feel

to transcend the physical, to not have knees at all anymore. I wanted to be the smell in

the house, the table I was hiding under, the brush in my father's hand. When he painted I

would come out from my cave and stand behind him, resting my chin on his shoulder, my
left hand on his left hand. I was fascinated by the way he could make his left hand move.

My father's hands breathed. When we picked up the paintbrush I could feel the ox)^gen

passing through his veins the way wind blows through a tunnel.

My father is all air but I am heavy. When I walk on the green earth I can feel roots

growing out through the soles of my feet, cracking the skin and burrowing into the dirt.

My face is the color of maple wood, warming in the summer, turning pale in the winter.
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My eyes are dirt-colored with a laurel-green halo around the outsides of the irises. I am

wood and soil and things that grow. My father is sky and bird and white light. He is not

weighted like I am. His hands can breathe. Mine devour life from the ground, tiny brown

particles sticking in the lines ofmy palms that are permanently dirty. My dirty palms can-

not paint. They cannot turn water to tea and tea to mountains. They are too heavy.

Every time he chose a new pigment my father would touch the brush to the tip of his

tongue. He would close his eyes, let the liquid cool his hollow veins. Ifyou are all air, you

become very hot sometimes, very dry. You must taste cold, bitter things, things that taste

like the earth, if you want to control the temperature of your body.

Once, my father let a thick, square brush sit in a pool of black tea for half an hour.

Then, he painted a long stripe down the center of my tongue with it. It was like drinking

the bark of a very old tree. It made my veins feel muddy, and too full. I scrunched up my

face, bringing my eyes and lips as close to my nose as possible, trying to expel the feeling

of muddiness. My father smiled. He took an almond from the wooden bowl beside him,

cracked the shell with his teeth, and put the small brown nut on my tongue. I could feel

the pores of the almond opening, soaking up the tea, leaving my body feeling damp and

cool, the way I liked it to feel. I curled like a cat into my father's lap, sleeping there while

he painted deep ridges into the mountains.

Our house had only one round room with four rectangular windows. My father and

I lived quietly together, speaking only when our actions were not enough to convey our

thoughts. I was not a child suited to school so I did not go, learning instead from the vast

library of books that lined one curved wall in our house, from books that had been col-

lected by my parents before I was born. It was difficult, when I read them, to imagine them

existing outside of my house, to picture them sitting on cumbersome oak shelves in an

office like the one I knew my mother had in some faraway place. My mother wrote letters

in the spring and the fall. She wrote with black ink on thick white paper with a university

letterhead. My father never read them.

During the weeks when he was making the tea painting I spent most of my time out-

side. There was a river that I could walk to, and I dug up the bone-white clay deposits

near the banks. I loved the feeling of rolling it into a ball between my palms and pressing
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my hands together, letting the clay ooze between my fingers. I began to notice the space

between my fingers. I became aware of the nerve endings there, the shallow ridges in my
skin where the clay would get stuck and harden. My hands moved intuitively over the cool,

wet earth, shaping it into figures with muddy veins like mine. I made a series of small clay

birds, which I would bring back to the house and leave on the West-facing windowsill to

dry in the sun.

My father saw the birds but never said anything about them. Once, 1 tried to paint the

smallest bird blue. Underneath his bed my father kept boxes of paints, and one afternoon

when he was outside looking at the mountains, I opened one of the boxes and took out a

round, shallow dish of paint that was the color of blue poppies. I tried to paint gentle blue

feathers on the bird but my hands were too heavy. Finally, I submerged the piece of white

clay into the dish of paint, but it, too, was heavy, heavier than I had thought it would be,

and it fell to the bottom of the dish with a sound like a cracking bone, and the poppy-blue

paint fell with a low hiss like hot rain on the parchment paper mountains.

In a house with one room there are few places to hide. I was terrified of my father's

quiet anger, which I had seen only once in my life and had never been the target of The

anger of air is different from any other anger. It comes at you from all directions simulta-

neously, whipping you in silence, chaffing your skin until it is so cold that it is hot, so dry

that it opens and releases red. The red gets into your clothes, stains each thread of fabric

a blossoming rust color. The anger of air leaves you breathless and bodyless and destroys

the solid space around you. My father's anger was ruthless. I had watched it consume my
mother. I did not want it to consume me.

That day, my father was brewing oolong tea to paint the sky, and the house smelled

like jasmine and grass, mixed with that ambiguous ancient scent. I crawled under the

tablecloth and pressed my belly flat against the cool wooden floorboards, lifting the red

fabric just enough so I could see the rest of the room. The body of the clay bird was stained

mottled blue, and had broken away from the head, which was resting on top of the moun-

tains. The splattered paint on the paper looked like bird blood. I had to shut my eyes.

I felt rather than heard my father come in. He moved soundlessly through the one large

room, and I stayed hidden beneath the table. For a long time there was silence. For a long
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time, I held my breath and counted the freckles on my forearm, wishing that I could pluck

the tiny tea-colored stains from my skin and use them to cover up the sickening blue. I

heard the sound of water pouring from one vessel to another, heard the sound of a spoon

or a paintbrush stirring liquid in a porcelain dish. I raised the hem of the tablecloth a

centimeter more, which allowed me to see my father's straight, slim, shirtless back. He was

sitting cross-legged on the floor in front of his painting. The only sound was the stirring.

All I could think ofwas my decapitated bird, scattered in pieces on the floor, bleeding blue

opium all over my father's mountains. I imagined that he was staring at his ruined paint-

ing, concentrating the strength of his anger before releasing it onto me.

But there was only silence, and stillness. There was no anguish, no gusting rage at-

tacking me in my cave. Then, I heard a brush licking the paper in long strokes. It was

whisper-quiet, almost inaudible, but I knew it meant that he was not angry. I slid out from

underneath the table and walked on the balls of my feet until I was standing behind my

father. He had poured tea into the blue paint, creating a thin, teal-gray liquid, and he was

painting the sky with it. I rested my chin on his shoulder, my left hand on his left hand,

and began to paint with him, but as soon as he felt my touch he stopped moving. There

was a quicksand moment where it felt as if the universe was imploding, and then my father

took the brush, placed it in my right hand, and took my hand in his. We dipped the tip

of the brush into a spilled pool of paint and sketched a poppy-blue bird perched on the

branch of a cherry tree. Then he let go.

The brush felt awkward in my hand when I was alone. I was afraid that I would break

if, it seemed too fragile, hollow, like the bones of a bird, my father's bones. I touched the

tip of the brush to my tongue, tasting the strangely metallic flavor of paint mixed with the

perfume of the tea. I dashed the rest of the blue paint across the bottom of the paper, then

made it rain little brown specks from the sky.

Beside me, my father had wet the broken clay bird, and was trying to reattach the head,

but his fingers slipped across the surface. It was almost as if he was afraid to make an im-

pression, to dig his thumbs into the clay and let little white half-moons form underneath

his fingernails.

"My hands are too light," he said, passing the partially repaired bird to me. I held the
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figure in the cup of my hands, examining it before I pressed the blue and white flesh to-

gether and reshaped the bird. I held it out in the palm ofmy hand for my father to see. He
nodded and went to take it to the windowsill but I ran after him, holding out his thinnest

paintbrush.

"It wants to have feathers. My hands are too heavy, " I said.

He sat at the table until it turned dark, painting tiny, perfect feathers on the bird. Then

he gave it teal-gray eyes and set it on the windowsill to dry.

We begin in stasis, centered. We begin as tea-colored specks with a certain heaviness.

Or a certain lightness. We are full of potential. We are limitless. We seek to obstruct our

limitlessness, to lighten our heaviness or burden our lightness. We challenge our own prog-

ress so that we can move forward. When we end, we are as we begin. We are still. We are

silent. We come in to the center of the light.
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Maggie Mae Nase

Tlie Suffocation of Creativity by Consumerism

"What can I say? Metal-contained soft drinks are my calling."

I was on the phone with my father who was still conftised as to why the son he'd put

through college wasn't in the advertising department at some big-shot newspaper or maga-

zine; he did pay all that tuition after all, he said each time the subject of my obscure job

sorting through other people's art instead of making my own came up.

"Dad, can we just drop it?" I snapped, "It's been a long week."

We then exchanged pleasantries about the weather and our respective pets (the family

dog from my childhood, Rusty, vs. Fang, my killer goldfish) I gratefully turned off my cell

phone and plugged it in to charge the battery. I hated shutting him up like that—losing

my temper—but once you've heard it so many times. . . it was all I could do to keep from

quoting him as he spoke: "Son, you spent all that time and did all that work for nothing?

What are you even getting paid to sit around and stare at a screen all day?" Enough, I usu-

ally replied. (Just because they helped me out those first two months out of college doesn't

mean that I'm still sorely in the gutter.) And my salary was enough—I'd even paid part of

what they gave me back; they hadn't even asked for it.

So get ofi^ my back already, I thought as I sat with my sketchbook, somewhat guiltily

turning out a few rough still-lifes of the cluttered kitchen, my roommate's dishes yet to be

done, and a coffee table that housed an old National Geographic and junk mail. Though

I didn't want to hear it, my dad was right on one point: I'd put my art a bit on the back

burner. Every time we talked, meaning once or twice a week, (he was lonely) I would

sketch again, maybe bring out my oil pastels or something, only to be tossed aside the next

morning in my frenzy to find a matching black sock or any black sock for that matter.
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Indeed, Monday brought with it an abandoned sketchbook and, I saw when I logged

onto my beautiful Mac, a whole new plethora of submissions. I worked for Pepsi. Pepsi-

cola, the brown, fizzy liquid clogging America's arteries and raising their blood sugars since

1897. As the completion of my self-designed studio-art-advertising-business-technology-

web-design major loomed ever closer, I began the Alice-in-Wonderland-like search for

something to do with my life. After stumbling across many ads online, I put on a suit and

went to interviews. Pepsi was my best offer; it was in the City, (not just any city, either, but

The City, the city to which my two best friends were planning to move) it paid the most,

the interviewer (my boss's boss) was very attractive, and though I wouldn't be getting much

artistry in myself, it would still look good to be included in the art department of a major

corporation on my resume.

So there I sat in my little, gray office, the pristinely white Mac a beacon in the midst

of drab, sorting through submissions to DesignOurPepsiCan.com. At least I had an office

and not a cubicle, right? And once I hung my Sin City poster, put out colorful office sup-

plies, and found out that I can get more sunlight if I leave the door open all of the time, the

gray of the entire department seemed less oppressive. I did have to walk around the corner

to print or make copies and the desk was about the space-efficient size of a dorm-room

desk, but there was a small window I could open if I wished, even though it faced a brick

wall. And they gave us a comfy rolling office chair, so it was all worth it.

I had criteria for what Pepsi was looking for in a new can design; it was my job to weed

out the lesser submissions from the website, the ones that didn't apply to Pepsi's needs, and

send on the better ones on to committee, a select group of the advertising and art depart-

ments that met bi-weekly. I had other duties too—mostly slightly deprecating secretarial/

office work, but we got an hour lunch and never had to stay late. I'm all about the balance

in life.

"Drew! I'd like these filed by the end of the day. And don't forget the meeting's been

pushed up so somebody," she rolled her eyes (in addition to the loud contempt in her

voice) after stalking out of my office in the direction of one of her drafters, "can go to his

squash—charity—whatever."

Angela stalked away. I shamelessly followed the zipper of her form-fit dress from the
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flowing tresses of her highlighted golden-brown hair to where it ended just above her

plump, round cheeks. God, I loved her ass. She turned a corner in her "practical" heels, if

there is such a thing, and I snapped out ofmy chauvinistic reverie. She was a tall, powerful

Amazon that didn't take shit from anyone; she once walked right up to a CEO, clenched

his balls in her hand and verbally castrated him for grazing her thigh. I like a woman I

don't need to worry about taking care of I tried to do things in the office to get her to

take notice of me, however passive-aggressive that may be. She wasn't calling me Donald

anymore, so I felt like that was an improvement—must be working. Sometimes I felt bad

for only wanting to do well in my job to impress a woman, but then I reminded myself,

who cares? I'm doing well. And on that note, I went back to sorting through submissions.

Since the meeting was pushed up, I would file her stack later.

The first few submissions were pretty much just like ones we've had before—a sport

team logo here, a net or hoop there. . . Then I came across one that used the circular Pepsi

logo like a basket ball—a hand over it as if dribbling. I printed it out to make copies for

the portion of the meeting that went over possible new designs. Then there were a couple

politically affiliated designs, one with the Disney Princess logo, one really cool looking

design with triangular flags and stripes of blue and gray, (the only colors available on the

website) a few with a recycling/green theme. I printed one of the recycling themed cans

and went back to look at the one with the flags. It was just so interesting, with these flags

flying and... I suddenly realized that it was a gay can. I mean, that the triangles were

symbolic of the pink triangle that the Nazi's forced gay people to wear on their jackets like

the Jew's six-pointed star and that the various shades of gray and blue stripes represented

a rainbow. A Pride rainbow. Slowly turning the can with my cursor, I saw that there were

exquisitely detailed fingers forming the peace sign sandwiched by an equality sign and a

heart. I wished that I'd done it or thought of it or something. All of the proportions were

good, nothing in the fore or background, really, everything just flowing together in this

endless circle of spinning can. It was beautifiil.

My phone buzzed on the desk, bringing me out of my reverie once again. I quickly

printed and made copies of my discoveries around the corner for the meeting that the

calendar on my vibrating Razr was now telling me was in fifteen minutes, remembering
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Pepsi's firm stand on Equal Rights—that there should some. . . or more, maybe.

I was the last to walk into what some staff had nicknamed "The Situation Room." It

was just a long bowed brown table in a plain cream-colored room (the only public room

on the floor that wasn't painted grey) with a window on the outer wall and one into the

hallway. But often, especially when a new campaign was getting underway, it would be

filled with people putting all of the pieces together. Angela was nowhere to be seen, so I

loosened my tie and sat in the last seat near the window. As head of the Art Department,

she didn't need to be at every meeting, I suppose. She's got to be busy. My direct boss, the

head of "creative ideas' or something like that, Larry, whose thinning greasy brown hair

and glasses reminded me of the guy with the stapler from Office Space and after making a

"Nice of you to make it" comment, began the meeting with the usual—the successes and

failures of the past, what we were looking toward in the fijture, and what was going on

now. This was me.

"And as you probably know, DesignOurPepsiCan.com is still going great. What do you

have for us to look at today. Drew?" Larry droned on. The only clue that I got that it was

my turn was that he pointed his manila folder in my direction and sat down.

"Yeah, hey guys. . . take one and pass it. .
."

I started the piles of copies around the table.

I never know what to say at these junctions; do I go on about how I chose them? Do I

mention how many submissions I had to choose from or what sorts of themes they tended

to be following? Usually someone else spoke before I could figure out what to say and that

was okay with me. This time it was one of the drafters, not the squash-game one.

"This one is neat," she held up the basketball one, "I love the use of the logo. We might

even be able to put some visual texture to it—to help the effect."

As nods of agreement followed her statement, I said, "I really liked it too. Something

about the fingers grasping the logo, like we want our constituents to grasp our sodas. It's

ingenuity coupled with sports."

I've always had this ability to articulate things that I barely understood—ingenuit)^

coupled with sports? Absolutely no idea where that came from. But it sounded good.

"What about the next one, the one with the flags and stripes."

After some shuffling, silence washed over the room. Each and every person was staring
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at the picture; not even a "What do you think?" could bring their eyes to meet anyone

else's. A former professor of mine used to call it the ostrich syndrome—sticking their heads

in the sand, "if you can't see me, I'm not here"—when she'd ask for volunteers in class. I

scanned the room, in total disbelief Were people really that afraid of supporting—or not

supporting—a controversial cause/movement? It was Larry who finally cleared his throat.

"Oh, this next one is interesting, with the recycling symbol looking like a road almost,

like a—eco-friendly road," he stumbled.

"Wait a moment, no one's made any comments about the Pride can," I said, still a little

shocked. Larry quickly stood up (a feat for him with his disproportionately short legs and

round middle) and rounded the corner of the table, stopping abruptly directly in front of

me to "whisper" (everyone could hear, so it was pointless, but I suppose that's Larry) in

my ear: "Drew, I thought you'd understood Pepsi isn't looking for anything controversial."

He sat down again and so did I. My mind was far from my body—what is so contro-

versial about the gay movement these days? It was a beautiful piece of art that this person

flopped into Pepsi's hands. I mean, yes the stereotype of the Southern, Bible thumper still

exists, but so does equal marriage in three states. Hell, of those two best friends moving to

The City, one is planning his wedding to his high school sweetheart of sorts, James. How
is peace, love, and equality controversial? Especially in art? I didn't even realize that the

meeting was over until only three or four people were left slowly filing out of the room.

"Hey, Lare."

"It's Larry, Drew," He corrected. I used to do it just to get a rise out of him, but then

it became habit to shorten his name. I admit that this probably wasn't the best time to use

the apparently ofi^ensive nickname, but it slipped. Larry tapped his impatient foot, stubby

arms resting on his waist. "Sorry, Larry. Um, just curious, but doesn't Pepsi support equal

rights—like a lot?"

"Yes, of course, son." We'd begun walking toward my office.

"So. . . then, why couldn't—I mean, why was the Pride can too controversial? It's a great

piece of art, really—did you see the detail? I mean, it's great. And it's not really even taking

any stand beyond the peace, love, and equality on the other side there," I'd gotten out the

picture and was pointing out it's attributes to Larry between dodging mail delivery carts
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and people emptying their trash. Every time I'd looked at it, I'd envisioned what I might of

done differently, as if I were editing this person's piece, trying to make it the best it could

be and to put it in a gallery somewhere. By the time I'd finished my passionate rant, or at

least I'd like to think it was, we were standing in front of my door.

Larry took a deep breath. I took a step back toward my desk, bumping into office

supplies and trying not to dwell on the stapler-Larry image that popped into my head; he

leaned on the open door. "Drew, whatever you do on the weekends is your business, but

one thing that Pepsi does not support is vulgar content, no matter how beautiful it may
seem."

Brows furrowed, I got out the "Wha
—

" of "What?" before the door clicked shut in my
face. Vulgar content? What vulgar content? I began to pace around the objects ofmy small

office, from desk-chair to trash can and back, (there wasn't even enough room for a chair

for visitors on the other side of my desk) copies of the cans flying around with the hand

motions accompanying my thoughts. The trio of a heart, peace sign, and equality sign are

one of the farthest things from vulgar I can think of Are people still that ignorant? I guess

so. This is bullshit. Just because Larry is insecure about his sexuality. . . What could I do? I

continued to pace, probably looking like a crazy person through the window in my door,

talking to myself and walking around in angry circles.

Angela, I thought. I immediately halted my rounds between stapler and doorknob;

I might have even said it aloud. I put down the other pictures and picked out the least

wrinkled copy of the Pride can, whisked through the door and over to the other side of

the department. Angela's spacious office faced the bay, a wall of frosted windows faced the

rest of the department, clear glass faced the view. I knocked at the door. I wanted to just

burst in; in fact, I almost did, but some sort of moral fiber or etiquette instinct (thankfully)

restrained me. She didn't answer and didn't answer and I started to pace a bit outside of her

door, like a nervous twitch. When she finally did come to the door I realized she must have

been on the phone, shaking out her hand and a pink ear.

"Drew. Filed those papers yet?" She said as she walked across the room and sat down
behind her desk, putting on her glasses and staring at her computer screen. I followed,

closing the door behind me, and sat in one of the chairs opposite her.
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"Er, no," she glanced—maybe glared?—at me over her square-rimmed, purple frames,

"I have something else—a question. Um..." I was making a complete fool of myself, as

per usual. I gave up on sounding articulate and slipped the photo of the can in front of her

in response to her single raised eyebrow. She glanced down nonchalantly, then picked up

the copy and leaned back in her black leather desk chair to study it more closely. "Wow."

"I know. I submitted it at our meeting today and Larry said 'no way' based on the fact

that it was 'controversial, vulgar content'," I said, newly released from tongue-tie by her

affirmation of this artwork's amazing qualities, "Ridiculous, right?"

"It is an amazing piece of graphic and—uh, pen?—art," another reason we're meant

to be together: we use the same adjectives, "but Larry is right. Pepsi's not going to print

anything that would give a person the slightest reason to switch to Coca-cola."

"What? You've got to be kidding me. It's one of the best submissions we've received

since the campaign began! Someone obviously took time and effort to put this together

and it's turned out wonderfully. It should be used. I wish I could have thought of it. It's

just so good—I wish I could have drawn-slash-designed it. And it's an important message

and it's about equal rights, not the gay cause whatever the hell that is."

"Drew, calm down," she said with some force. "What are you, twenty-three? Four?"

"Four." I felt like a dog with its tail between its legs. Maybe this losing of the temper is

something I should look into.

"There's something you need to know about the world. It's scarily like college, only

times three-hundred thousand. What I mean is that the effects of an action are that much

bigger. Though there are organizations all over the place supporting gay rights, there are

also organizations everywhere of the... KKK variety. For companies like Pepsi, large and

corporate, only two things matter: profit and how to increase it," she ticked them off on

her thumb and forefinger, leaning over her desk. "One way to avoid a decrease in profits

is to not piss anyone off. Both gay supporters and non-supporters are large enough groups

that it's prudent that we avoid the subject as a whole."

Great. No Pride can and Angela thinks I'm an immature idiot. I stay silent, keeping

my head erect to meet her gaze by resting my nose on my forefinger and my chin on my
thumb, pensively, I hoped. She handed the copy back to me.
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"It's not fair, it's capitalism." I stood to go and she said, "And Drew? You're not the only

one; my girlfriend gets really upset about this stuff too. I've accepted it for what it is, even

though it's not really right. Carrie can't. I've gotten to the point where I don't even men-

tion things like this, " she motioned to my prize design of apparent fiscal doom, "anymore."

And now she thinks I'm gay. And she's gay. Wonderful. What a productive day.

Having bolted out of bed in the middle of the night with a new idea, I went into work

with a far cheerier disposition than I'd left with the day before. I took my break to wander

over to the Human Resources (HR) department and picked up a "discrimination in the

workplace" form. I spent the rest of the morning attempting to bend the form to my needs.

Last Name: Can, First Name: Pride, Department: Art, Nature of Discrimination: Gender/

Sexuality. . . and so on. I attached a copy ofwhat was said to me by Larry and Angela (rec-

reated in the Art's best light, of course) and brought it back to HR. I felt like a hot-shot

lawyer, filing a deposition or something. More likely the "or something"—I don't even

know what a deposition is. I picked out my best swagger, tightened my tie and opened the

door; the middle-aged woman behind the counter raised an eyebrow at me (I seemed to be

getting that a lot lately) as I handed her the form in my most suave manner. She glanced

down at it and I turned on one heel to leave, quite pleased with myself

"Uh, sir?" she called out. She must have been smoking since the age of twelve. I hesi-

tated, turning slowly. "Yes?"

"What is this?"

"A Discrimination Report?"

"No. We only care about employee discrimination and I'm thinking that your name is

not," she paused to put on the colorful glasses from around her neck, "Pride Can?"

"No, indeed." She returned the form to me; I tripped on the door frame on my way

out, all hope of suave dissipated.

When I got back to my office, I couldn't focus. I'd run out of ideas. And it needed to

be fixed—this was not okay. As an artist, I have the greatest respect for this other artist's

work and it's just not okay that they're being discriminated against for picking a subject

that not everyone agrees with. I began composing an email to the kid who'd designed it,
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thanking him/her (Sam Poole) for his/her submission, explaining that though talented, it

wasn't what Pepsi was currently looking for, but that we'd keep it in mind for the future

and to keep up with his/her art, and all the other bullshit I'd learned in a Journalism class

my advisor in college had recommended. He thought that I should get acquainted with

what I wanted to sell—newspapers.

I am such an idiot! I thought, Newspapers!

I quickly revised the email, asking for permission for rights to the art and began to draw

while anxiously awaiting a reply. Political cartooning had never been a passion of mine, but

it seemed so perfect for this situation: a huge, powerful hand labeled "Corporate America"

crushing Sam's can, crushing this great piece of art, this artistic talent. Embodying the suf-

focation of creativity by consumerism... The first draft didn't quite work out—the hand

was angled wrong. I tried again but messed up the second draft because I kept looking up

every five seconds to see if I was going to get caught and ever ten seconds to see if I'd gotten

a reply email. As I put the finishing touches on my third draft, a new email popped up in

my Inbox. It was from Sam; my hands were shaky as I navigated the mouse to click on and

open her email. She absolutely relinquishes the rights.

A few drafts, a positive reply email, and a written explanation with a copy the original

design later, I was asking for the rest of the day off.

Afternoon granted, I drove across town and walked right into the front doors of the

Times. They agreed to both print my cartoon and develop a story in conjunction, espe-

cially since most of the work had been done for them. Printed the next week, I stopped

showing up to work. The story got quite the hype, emboldening the gay community and

releasing wrath from the art community; people coming together to start petitions not

to drink soda in general (apparently Coke is no better) and to protest outside the Pepsi

building. Pepsi never did print the can. Technically the rights were mine, anyway. I'm still

not quite sure if I was fired or if I quit; I think it was just mutually known that I wouldn't

return. But it actually worked out and that Journalism course ended up really paying off;

I just deposited my second check from the Op-Ed department. Though cartooning isn't

exactly advertising, at least now my dad only complains about his lack of grandchildren.
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